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Abstract

In this thesis a study of scheduling drivers for a food-delivery company
has been done. Historic data has been used to generate scenarios. Those
scenarios are used in a two-stage stochastic optimization model.

The first stage costs consists of the cost for scheduling a driver to a
shift. The second stage cost is the cost for corrective decisions. If there
are too few drivers scheduled the corrective decision is to call the more
expensive drivers from staffing agencies. If there are too many scheduled
drivers there will be punishments costs for having drivers not assigned to
a route, called slack drivers. The scheduling is done so that there is a
requirement of having a few drivers from staffing agencies each day and
so that there is a limited amount of slack drivers allowed. The schedul-
ing also consists of a punishment cost for each scheduled driver to avoid
unnecessary scheduled drivers.

The result shows how the cost changes when the requirement of how
many staffing agency drivers are desired varies. The requirement of al-
lowed slack drivers are also varied and the cost is evaluated for these
changes. Finally the punishment cost for slack drivers and punishment
cost for each hired driver are evaluated in a similar manner.

The cost of interest is the cost corresponding to salaries paid out. The
result indicates that the difference in cost for salaries is small when the
requirements and punishment costs are chosen so that the total number
of scheduled drivers are close to the expected number of routes given from
the historic data.

Sammanfattning

I den här rapporten har en studie gjort för schemaläggning av chafförer
för ett livsmedelsföretag med hemleverans. Schemaläggningen har gjorts
genom att generera scenarion fr̊an historiska data. Dessa scenarion används
sedan i en stokastisk tv̊astegsmodell med kompensation.

Kostnaden för första steget i modellen är kostnaden för att sche-
malägga chafförer p̊a ett pass. Andrastegskostnaden är kostnaden för kom-
pensation. Om det är för f̊a chafförer schemalagda blir kompensationen
att kalla in chafförer fr̊an bemanningsföretag, vilka kostar mer. Om det är
för många chafförer schemalagda, blir det en straffkostnad för de chafförer
som inte blir tilldelade en rutt. Schemaläggningen är gjord s̊a att det är
önskat att ha en viss mängd chafförer fr̊an bemanningsföretag. Det finns
även en begränsad mängd chafförer som inte är tilldelade en rutt som är
till̊atet. Till sist finns det en straffkostnad för varje schemalagd chafför för
att undvika att det schemaläggs chafförer i onödan.

Resultatet visar hur kostanden ändras när man ändrar p̊a villkoren
för antal önskade chafförer fr̊an bemanningsföretag. Villkoret för till̊atna
chafförer utan rutt ändras ocks̊a och kostnaden utvärderas utifr̊an det.
Slutligen ändras straffkostanden för att ha chafförer utan rutt och för
varje schemalagd chafför och kostnaded utvärderas även för dessa.

Den kostand som är intressant för utvärdering är kostnaden som mot-
svara lön som ska betalas ut. Resultatet tyder p̊a att kostnanden motsva-
rande lön varierar lite när villkoren och straffkostnadena är valda s̊a att
totala antalet chafförer ligger nära det förväntade antalet rutter.
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1 Introduction

The growth of digitization has made home deliveries a part of most people’s
way of shopping. Food-companies are an industry that has started to offer the
service of home-deliveries of food. To satisfy the costumers the deliveries should
arrive as soon as possible after the order has been placed. The fast growth of
the industry and the increasing number of vehicles has put some demands on
good programs for deciding the routes for the deliveries. These solutions exits
and are widely used, to make the routes as efficient as possible. But what about
the drivers?

For the food-delivery company the orders are placed on such short notice it
would not be possible to schedule the drivers at the same time as the routes
are decided. The industry is growing and a qualified guess of how many drivers
that are needed for each day is necessary. The main approach for this thesis is
to study the scheduling of drivers for a food delivery company.

1.1 Outline of Thesis

The thesis starts with some background. In the background a detailed presen-
tation of the problem is done and all of the factors that should be taken into
consideration are presented. In this section a short theoretical description of the
two-stage stochastic programming is also presented. The background is found
in section 2. In section 3 the outline of the historical data is presented.

The main part of the thesis is presented in section 4. First it is presented
how the data has been generated into scenarios. The costs are then presented
and finally the model is presented. The objective and the constraints are set up
to meet the requirements presented in the background.

The model will be analysed and results will be presented in section 5. The
model will be analysed in terms of the cost for salaries. A conclusion of the thesis
follows after the result, together with some suggestions for future extensions.

1.2 Literature Review

An industry that uses optimization for crew scheduling is the airline industry.
In [16] the airline optimization is described from an applied point of view. The
three stages of crew scheduling is presented; crew pairing, crew assignment and
recovery from irregular operations. The scheduling in the airline industry differs
from this scheduling problem. In the airline industry the routes, flight legs, are
usually set before the crews are scheduled.

In [15, 20] the crew-scheduling problem for airline crew scheduling is inves-
tigated with a stochastic programming approach, so that disruptions; weather,
sickness etc., in the evaluation of crew scheduling is considered. The article
[3] introduces a probabilistic model for airline reserve crew scheduling. In [3] a
model for scheduling reserve crews for airlines is investigated. These problems
are similar to the scheduling problem presented in this thesis.

Integrated vehicle and crew scheduling is discussed in [9, 13]. In [9] the
objective here is to find optimal routes and matching schedules, that does not
violate personnel laws. In [13] a mathematical formulation is presented which is
a combination of the multi-commodity flow model with a mixed set-partitioning
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1.2 Literature Review 1 INTRODUCTION

model. In the problems presented the approach is usually to find a schedule that
matched the routes, and not a vehicle routing that matches the schedule.

The hospitals emergency departments work with scheduling. One of the most
common problems in hospital crew scheduling is the Nurse Scheduling Problem
that is described in and solved with different methods in [2],[12],[18]. In [4] the
crew scheduling for the emergency department is analyzed with regard to the
physicians instead of nurses. In [11] the nurse-scheduling problem is solved for
an uncertain demand with two-stage stochastic programming. The approaches
presented here are similar to the scheduling problem given in this thesis; the
difference is how the scenarios have been obtained.

In [7],[8] it is investigated on how to optimize ambulance schedules. In [8] the
tabu-search is introduced for scheduling ambulance crews with the objective to
offer maximum coverage for the expected demand of ambulance. In [7] present
an integrated ambulance and ambulance crew-scheduling problem. The models
presented in this part differ from the scheduling in this thesis since an ambulance
leave the depot for a short tour and then returns.

In [14] a Bayesian for forecasting the demand for a manufacturing environ-
ment is investigated. The crew scheduling is solved with two-stage stochastic
programming. In [1] the crew scheduling for a cyber-security company is solved
with two-stage stochastic programming. Both of these approaches are similar
to the scheduling that is done in this thesis.
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2 Background

In this section the background for the problem is presented. The details for the
problem is presented here and also a short description of the two-stage stochastic
programming model.

The main goal with this thesis is to solve a scheduling problem for a digital
food house. The scheduling that is of interest is the scheduling of drivers that
delivers the food. The scheduling should be done so that the cost is minimized
and so that the drivers are pleased with their schedule.

The company must schedule driver without violating collective labor agree-
ments. These agreements say that the drivers must be scheduled to a shift
approximately a month beforehand. The agreements cause challenges for the
company since they have to make a schedule so that they have a driver for
each route, without having slack drivers. Slack drivers are drivers that are not
assigned to a route. Slack drivers are unwanted, since it makes the drivers dis-
pleased and it affects the moral at work. If the company is short on drivers,
they can call drivers from a staffing agency. These drivers can start working
with short notice but they have a higher hourly cost than an ordinary driver. In
order to maintain a good relationship with these staffing agencies the company
want to have at least some staffing agency drivers every day.

The scheduling of drivers is based on a forecast done by the marketing de-
partment. The forecast is their guess of how many orders that is expected to be
sold each day. An order is a collections of food ordered by a costumer. The size
and weight of each order differ. Each vehicle has limited amount of space and
a maximum load. The number of orders that fit in a vehicle together with the
forecast gives the total number of vehicle needed. Each vehicle usually drives
one route each, which determines how many routes that will be generated. Since
each vehicle has one driver it says how many drivers that will be needed.

The company has a high variety of time-windows, so that the customers
can choose a delivery time that suits their life. Due to this, the distribution
throughout the day differs. The distribution is also dependent on the weekday.
As an example, on Mondays many companies order food to their offices. The
companies usually have their food delivered in the morning. Due to this, the
demand for drivers starting early is higher on Mondays than the rest of the
weekdays, since an individual costumer are more likely to want their delivery
in the afternoon/evening. The distribution determines when the vehicles leave
the depot to start their route, which means that it determines the start time
for each driver.

2.1 Two-Stage Stochastic Programming

The main idea behind two-stage stochastic programming is to find an optimal
solution depending on a number of scenarios that happens with a certain prob-
ability. The objective is to, for example, minimize the cost for the decisions
that are made without full knowledge about what the future will bring and the
expected cost for the decisions that has to be made when the outcome is known.

The general model for the two-stage stochastic problem are given as

min cTx+Q(x)
s.t Ax = b

x ≥ 0,
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where

Q(x) = EξξξQ(x,ξξξ) =

Eξξξmin{qTy|Wy = h−Tx,y ≥ 0}.

This is known as RP , the recourse problem, which is the Here-and-Now solution.
x is a vector which represents the first-stage decisions, which are the decisions
that is needed to be taken without full information on some random events.
Later, when full information is received on the realization of some random vector
ξξξ, then it is time to move onto the second-stage decisions, where corrective
decisions y are made. ξξξ is formed by the components of the possible scenarios;
qT , h and T. W is fixed recourse. Eξξξ is the mathematical expectation with
respect to ξξξ, [5].
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3 Data

Since the number of drivers for each day is unknown at the time of scheduling,
historic data will be used in the optimization model to find an indication of how
to schedule the drivers. In this section it will be described the available historic
data. All values seen here are modifications of the real data.

The historical data contains of, for every day,

• Orders – The actual number of orders that were delivered. One order
corresponds to the total amount of food a costumer has ordered.

• Routes – The total number of routes. The routes are equal to the total
number of vehicles. Since there is one driver in each vehicle it also equals
the number of total drivers needed to deliver the orders.

• Distribution – The number of vehicles starting their route at a certain
time.

An illustration of the historic data is shown in Table 1. The scheduling
should be done so that a certain forecast is fulfilled. The forecast is the expected
number of orders that is expected to be sold, given by market department. The
forecast takes growth of company, holidays, campaigns etc. into consideration.

The historic data also contains of information about how many hours an
average route is. The information of average route length will be used to find
the cost for assigning each driver to a route. The costs are presented in Section
4.2.

The idea for the model is to have the scenarios from the historic data general.
By having the scenarios general the forecast can be used to obtain total num-
ber of routes for each day. The distribution gives the total number of vehicles
starting their route each hour, which gives the start time for each driver. The
historic data will be remade into general scenarios with corresponding probabil-
ities and the forecast will be used to obtain actual vehicles leaving each hour.
How the modification of the data is done is presented in Section 4.1.

Distribution
Day Orders Routes 6.00 7.00 8.00 9.00 . . .

Monday 5295 218 33 6 11 6 . . .
Tuesday 4769 82 17 11 6 9 . . .
Wednesday 3780 150 14 11 9 8 . . .
Thursday 3918 176 15 12 3 9 . . .
Friday 3931 171 23 5 2 6 . . .
Saturday 865 45 8 9 3 14 . . .
Sunday 1382 65 0 5 17 11 . . .

Table 1: An example of the data available for a week. The column named Orders
shows the actual number of orders that were delivered that day, the column
named Routes is the number of vehicles delivering goods and Distribution is
how many vehicles that left each hour. The vehicles leave the depot between
6.00 and 18.00. The values shown here are modifications of the real data.
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4 Model

In this section the main part of the thesis is presented, which is the two-stage
programming model for scheduling the drivers. In Section 4.1 it will be presented
how the scenarios from the historical data is generated. In Section 4.2 the costs
are presented. The optimization model for the scheduling will be a two-stage
stochastic model. The main idea behind the model is that it should minimize
the cost for the scheduling that is made when the outcome is unknown and
to minimize the expected cost for corrections that has to be made when the
outcome is known. The model is presented in Section 4.3.

4.1 Generating Scenarios

In this part of the thesis it will be presented how the scenarios with their cor-
responding probabilities are generated from the historical data presented in
Section 3. The first step is to divide the data into weekdays, since the shop-
ping pattern for costumers differ depending on what weekday it is. The next
step is to find general scenarios for the number of orders per route. The third
step will be to find general scenarios for how many vehicles that will start their
route each hour. In the final step the scenarios will be joined to obtain the final
scenarios. The final scenarios together with the forecast will give the number of
routes starting each hour.

These steps will be described below using an extract of the available data.
The chosen example is five historical Mondays with three time-periods for dis-
tribution. For the real program the distribution is calculated for each hour
between 6.00 and 18.00. The example is given in Table 2. The first step is then
presented, which was to group the historical data depending on weekdays.

Distribution
Day Orders Routes Morning (6-10) Day (11-14) Evening (15-18)

Mon1 5130 217 73 91 53
Mon2 5295 218 68 98 51
Mon2 5069 215 70 92 53
Mon2 5137 214 65 103 46
Mon2 4874 206 65 106 36

Table 2: An example of the data available for an extract of the data. The orders
are the actual number of orders that were delivered that day, the routes is the
number of vehicles delivering goods and the distribution is how many vehicles
that left each time-period.

Orders per Route

The second step is to find the number of orders per route. An order is cor-
responding to each costumer’s total order. The size and weight of the orders
differ and each vehicle has limitations in space and a maximum load. As a
consequence of this the number of total routes will be dependent on how many
order per route each vehicle can take in average. The orders per route for the
example from Table 2 are given in Table 3.
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4.1 Generating Scenarios 4 MODEL

Day Orders Routes Orders/Route, OMon
d

Mon1 5130 217 24
Mon2 5295 218 24
Mon3 5069 215 24
Mon4 5137 214 24
Mon5 4874 206 23

Table 3: The orders per route for the example of five historical Mondays. The
orders per route, OMon

d , is an integer that says how many orders that were
delivered, in average, in each vehicle. The values of the data shown here are
modifications of the real data.

The number of orders per route, Owd , where w ∈ {Mon, Tue, ..., Sun} is the
weekday observed and d = 1, . . . , Dw and Dw is how many historical days that
are observed for weekday w, is rounded to closest integer. It should then be
divided into scenarios for orders per route. First the maximum and minimum
value should be found for the set of orders per route,

Ow,max = max{Ow1 , . . . , OwDw}
Ow,min = min{Ow1 , . . . , OwDw}.

Every scenario for the orders per route is then obtained from

Owi = Ow,min + i,

where i = 1, 2, . . . , Nw, Nw is the number of scenarios for weekday w and is
such that ONw = Ow,max. The probability for each scenario, Owi , is given by
the number of appearances it has had throughout the historic days observed,

P (Owi ) = A(Owi )/Dw,

where A(Owi ) ∈ Dw is the number of times Owi has occurred and Dw is the
total number of days that is observed for weekday w. The scenarios and their
probabilities are illustrated for the example in Table 4.

Orders per Route, OMon
i Probability, P

(
OMon
i

)
23 0.2
24 0.8

Table 4: The scenarios for the orders per route with corresponding probability
for the example of Mondays.

Each scenario, Owi , says how many orders that will fit in each vehicle for
weekday w. By using the forecast the scenarios will be remade from orders per
route to total number of routes departing for weekday w. Each route has one
driver so this will give information of how many drivers in total that are needed
for weekday w.
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4.1 Generating Scenarios 4 MODEL

Distribution

The third step will be to generate scenarios for when the routes start. As seen
in Table 1 the historic data also contains of information how many routes that
started each hour. The general scenarios for the distribution will generated
by using his information. For the example for Mondays, from Table 2, the
distribution is given in Table 5. It is simplified so that each day is divided into
three time periods; Morning, Day and Evening. This is for simplification when
illustrating. For the real program the data is handled for every hour between
6.00 and 18.00.

Distribution
Day Routes Morning (6-10) Day (11-14) Evening (15-18)

Mon1 217 73 91 53
Mon2 218 68 98 51
Mon3 215 70 92 53
Mon4 214 65 103 46
Mon5 206 65 106 36

Table 5: An example of the distribution given in number of routes for five
Mondays. The time periods here are divided into Morning, Day and Evening.
The total number of routes for each day is shown and the number of routes
starting each time period. The values given from the data are modifications.

In order to make the scenarios general, the data of routes starting each time-
period will be presented as a percentage of routes, δwt,d, which is the percentage
of routes starting at time t for historic day d for weekday w. An illustration of
this is shown in Table 6.

Distribution
Day Morning, δMon

1,d Day, δMon
2,d Evening , δMon

3,d

Mon1 0.3357 0.4296 0.2448
Mon2 0.3125 0.4514 0.2361
Mon3 0.3239 0.4296 0.2465
Mon4 0.3050 0.4873 0.2128
Mon5 0.3139 0.5110 0.1752

Table 6: A general formulation for the routes starting each time-period for the
example of Mondays. The time-periods are here divided into Morning, Day and
Evening.

The distribution for each time period will be divided into low, medium and
high. First the maximum and minimum value for each time t and weekday w
has to be found.

δw,maxt = max{δwt,1, δwt,2, . . . , δwt,Dw}

δw,mint = min{δwt,1, δwt,2, . . . , δwt,Dw},

where t = 1, 2, .., T is the time-periods and Dw is the days observed for weekday
w. The distribution for each time period will be divided into points; low, medium
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4.1 Generating Scenarios 4 MODEL

and high. This distribution of points is done both for the example and the real
data. The step-length for each time-period t and weekday w is given as

hwt =
δw,maxt − δw,mint

M + 1
,

where M is the number of wanted points, in this case since the number of wanted
points are low, medium and high, M = 3.

Morning Day Evening

δMon,max
t 0.3357 0.5110 0.2465

δMon,min
t 0.3050 0.4296 0.1752
hMon
t 0.0077 0.0204 0.0176

Table 7: The maximum, δMon,max
t , and minimum, δMon,min

t , values for the
distribution for the example for Mondays and the step-length, hMon

t , for each
time-period.

The points for the different scenarios for distribution is chosen as

δwj,t = δw,mint + jhwt ,

where j = 1, 2, . . . ,M , number of wanted points for the scenarios, and t =
1, 2, . . . , T , number of time periods. For the example, see Table 8.

Point Morning [δMon
1,j ] Day [δMon

2,j ] Evening [δMon
3,j ]

Low 0.3127 0.4500 0.1928
Medium 0.3205 0.4703 0.2104

High 0.3281 0.4907 0.2279

Table 8: The general scenarios for the example of Mondays.

The next step is to determine for each distribution, δwt,d, which scenario it is
closest to. For any historical distribution in time period t, the closest point for
δwt,d∗ , where d∗ is the day that is investigated, is determined by

min{|δwt,1 − δwt,d∗|, |δwt,2 − δwt,d∗|, . . . , |δwt,M − δwt,d∗|}.

The historical data is sorted into the point that they are closest to. The prob-
ability for each distribution scenario is given by:

P (δwt,j) = B(δwt,j)/D
w,

where B(δwt,j) ∈ Dw is the number of historical data that has been closest to
δwt,j and Dw is number of days observed for weekday w.
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4.1 Generating Scenarios 4 MODEL

Interval P (δMon
1,j ) P (δMon

2,j ) P (δMon
3,j )

Low 0.6 0.6 0.2
Medium 0.2 0 0.2
High 0.2 0.4 0.6

Table 9: The probability, P (δMon
t,j ) for each scenario, see Table 8, for the corre-

sponding general scenarios for the distribution for the example of Mondays.

Final Scenarios

The scenarios from the different orders per route and the scenarios for the
distribution will now be used to obtain the final scenarios. A first assumption
is that the orders per route and the distribution is independent and that the
number of cars leaving at one time of the day is independent of cars leaving
another time of the day.

There must be an input to calculate the different scenarios. The input is the
forecast for the day that is to be scheduled. For the example above, the forecast
is set to FMon = 5000 orders. The scenarios for the number of routes needed
to deliver those orders are given by

Rwi = Fw/Owi ,

where Fw is the forecast for weekday w and Owi are the number of orders per
route for scenario i and weekday w. Rwi are rounded to closest integer.

Orders per Route, OMon
i Probability, P [OMon

i ] Routes, [RMon
i ]

23 0.2 217
24 0.8 209

Table 10: The total number of routes for each scenario of orders per route for
the example of Mondays. The forecast used here is F = 5000.

The final scenarios and their corresponding probabilities be obtained from

Swi,j,t = Rwi δ
w
t,j

P (Swi,j,t) = P (Owi )P (δwt,j).

RMon
1 = 217RMon
1 = 217RMon
1 = 217

j SMon
1,j,1 P (SMon

1,j,1 ) SMon
1,j,2 P (SMon

1,j,2 ) SMon
1,j,3 P (SMon

1,j,3 )

1 68 0.12 97 0.12 42 0.04
2 70 0.04 102 0 45 0.04
3 71 0.04 106 0.08 50 0.12

RMon
2 = 209RMon
2 = 209RMon
2 = 209

j SMon
2,j,1 P (SMon

2,j,1 ) SMon
2,j,2 P (SMon

2,j,2 ) SMon
2,j,3 P (SMon

2,j,3 )

1 65 0.48 94 0.48 41 0.16
2 67 0.16 98 0 44 0.16
3 68 0.16 103 0.32 47 0.48

Table 11: The total number of scenarios for the example of Mondays.
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4.2 Costs 4 MODEL

The scenarios are then sorted so that each scenario, Swi,j,t that has a prob-
ability of zero, P (Swi,j,t) = 0, are removed and those that have same number of
routes leaving at the same time, t, are joined. These scenarios will be named
swt,k and the probability pwt,k, where k = 1, 2, . . . ,Kw

t where Kw
t is the number

of scenarios for time period t and weekday w. For the example for Mondays,
see Table 12.

sMon
1,k pMon

t,k sMon
2,k pMon

t,k sMon
3,k pMon

t,k

65 0.48 94 0.48 41 0.16
67 0.16 97 0.12 42 0.04
68 0.28 103 0.32 44 0.16
70 0.04 106 0.08 45 0.04
71 0.04 47 0.48

50 0.12

Table 12: The final scenarios, sMon
t,kt

, for the example of Mondays. Here the
scenarios with probability zero have been removed and scenarios in the same
time-period with the same value have been joined. The forecast used to calculate
this is FMon = 5000

4.2 Costs

The cost for having a ordinary driver scheduled is cheaper than having a driver
from a staffing agency. Since the model will minimize the total cost for the
drivers it is necessary to have a good approximation for how much it will cost
to have a driver scheduled on a route starting at time t. From the historic data
the average route length for each time t and weekday w can be found. Since the
main approach for this model is to find when the drivers should start working
the expected route length for each time t and weekday w is calculated. The cost,
cwt , for assigning an ordinary driver to a route starting at time t at weekday w
is given by

cwt =

Lw
t +t−1∑
τ=t

κwτ ,

where Lwt is the expected route length for a route starting time t at weekday w
and κwt is the hourly cost for an ordinary driver for time t at weekday w. The
cost for a driver from staffing agency, cw,−t , and the punishment cost for having
slack drivers, cw,+t , are calculated in a similar way.

cw,−t =

Lw
t +t−1∑
τ=t

κw,−τ

cw,+t =

Lw
t +t−1∑
τ=t

κw,+τ ,

where κw,−t is the hourly cost of having a driver from staffing agency working
time t at weekday w and κw,+t is given by

κw,+t = C+κwt , (1)
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4.3 Final Model 4 MODEL

where C+ is a factor that determines the punishment cost for having a slack
driver.

4.3 Final Model

The optimization model for the scheduling is a two-stage stochastic model. The
main idea behind the model is that it should minimize the cost for the scheduling
that is made when the outcome is unknown and to minimize the expected cost
for corrections that has to be made when the outcome is known.

The objective function will minimize the total cost, which includes the total
cost for salaries paid out and punishment cost for having too many drivers. The
objective function is given as:∑

w,t
cwt x

w
t +

∑
w,t,k

pwt,k

(
cw,+t yw,+t,k + cw,−t yw,−t,k

)
+ C

∑
w,t

xwt . (2)

The objective function will be explained for each part. The first part of the
objective function is ∑

w,t

cwt x
w
t ,

where xwt is the first stage decision variable and says how many drivers that are
assigned to start working at t for weekday w and cwt is the cost for having an
ordinary driver starting working at t for weekday w. The first part represents
the first stage decision, which is the cost for the scheduling made when it is
unknown how many routes that should start at a certain time.

The second part ∑
w,t,k

pwt,k

(
cw,+t yw,+t,k + cw,−t yw,−t,k

)
,

where pwt,k is the probability for scenario k for time t at weekday w, yw,+t,k are the

number of slack drivers needed for scenario k for time t at weekday w and yw,−t,k

are the number of drivers from staffing agency needed for scenario k for time
t at weekday w and cw,+t and cw,−t are the cost for a slack driver respectively
a staffing agency driver starting at time t for weekday w. The second part
corresponds to the second stage decisions. These costs correspond to the cost
of the corrections that has to be made when the number of routes starting each
hour is known.

The third and last part of the objective function

C
∑
w,t

xwt ,

where C is a punishment cost for every scheduled driver. The third part is
a part of the first stage cost and represents an extra cost for every scheduled
driver. The factor, C, is used to remove unnecessary drivers.

To fulfill the requirements, mentioned in section 2, there are some constraints
that have to be set up. The first constraint will tell how many drivers from
staffing agency that will be needed or how many slack drivers there will be for
every scenario.

14
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yw,−t,k − y
w,+
t,k = swt,k − xwt ∀w, t, k,

where yw,+t,k and yw,−w,t,k are the second stage decision variables for the slack drivers
and staffing agency drivers, respectively. They are integers and greater than
zero. swt,k are the number of routes for scenario k at time t for weekday w and
xw,t the first stage decision variable, which is the number of drivers that are
scheduled at time t for weekday w. The second stage decisions, yw,−w,t,k and yw,+w,t,k,
are integers and larger than zero.

To maintain a good relationship with the staffing agency the company wants
to have some staffing agency drivers every day. This constraint is given by∑

t,k

pwt,ky
w,−
t,k ≥ ∆−∑

t,k

pwt,kx
w
t ∀w, (3)

where ∆− is the percentage of wanted drivers from staffing agencies, pwt,k is the

probability for scenario k for time t at weekday w, yw,−t,k is the number of drivers
from staffing agency needed for scenario k for time t at weekday w and xwt is
the number of scheduled drivers.

The last constraint says how many slack drivers that is accepted for each
day and is given as ∑

t,k

pwt,ky
w,+
t,k ≤ ∆+

∑
t,k

pwt,kx
w
t ∀w, (4)

where ∆+ is that maximum percentage of slack drivers that is allowed, pwt,k is

the probability for scenario k for time t at weekday w, yw,−t,k is the number of
drivers from staffing agency needed for scenario k for time t at weekday w and
xwt is the number of scheduled drivers.

The full model is given below.

min
∑
w,t

cwt x
w
t +

∑
w,t,k

pwt,k

(
cw,+t yw,+t,k + cw,−t yw,−t,k

)
+ C

∑
w,t

xwt

s.t yw,−t,k − y
w,+
t,k = swt,k − xwt ∀w, t, k∑

t,k

pwt,ky
w,−
t,k ≥ ∆−∑

t,k

pwt,kx
w
t ∀w

∑
t,k

pwt,ky
w,+
t,k ≤ ∆+

∑
t,k

pwt,kx
w
t ∀w

xwt ≥ 0, integer ∀w, t

yw,+t,k , yw,−t,k ≥ 0, integers ∀w, t, k

(5)

• xwt – First stage decision variable; How many drivers are assigned to start
working at time t for weekday w.
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• cwt – Cost of assigning driver to start working at time t for weekday w.

• yw,+t,k – Second stage decision variable; Number of slack-drivers (drivers not
assigned to a route) at time t for weekday w and scenario k = 1, 2, ...,Kw

t ,
where Kw

t is the number of scenarios for weekday w and time t.

• yw,−t,k – Second stage decision variable; Number of drivers needed to be
called in from staffing agency at time t for weekday w and scenario k =
1, 2, ...,Kw

t , where Kw
t is the number of scenarios for weekday w and time

t.

• cw,+t – Cost of having slack-drivers starting at time t for weekday w.

• cw,−t – Cost of having drivers from staffing agency starting at time t for
weekday w.

• pwt,k – probability at time t for weekday w and scenario k = 1, 2, ...,Kw
t ,

where Kw
t is the number of scenarios for weekday w and time t.

• C – punishment cost for each hired driver.

• swt,k – number of routes starting at time t for weekday w and scenario
k = 1, 2, ...,Kw

t , where Kw
t is the number of scenarios for weekday w and

time t.

• ∆− – Percentage of how many drivers from staffing agency that is wanted
for each day.

• ∆+ – Percentage of allowed slack drivers each day.

.
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5 Result and Analysis

In this section a scheduling result for a hypothetical week will be presented. The
result will be analyzed by changing the factors of the model, [5]. The factors
are

• ∆− – The percentage wanted staffing agency each day. It depends on the
deal between the company and the staffing agency.

• ∆+ – The percentage of allowed slack drivers each day.

• C+ – Second stage punishment cost for having a slack driver.

• C – First stage punishment cost for each hired driver.

The model will be run for the hypothetical week in the initial state by
setting the factors so that they do not affect the result. After that, the factors,
∆−, ∆+, C+ and C, will be evaluated separately. Comparing how the total
number of drivers differs compared to the expected number of drivers will do
the evaluation. The expected number of routes for each day is given by

E[sw] =
∑
t,k

pwt,ks
w
t,k,

where pwt,k and swt,k is the probability and scenario at time t for scenario k for
weekday w. The expected number of routes for the entire week is simply given
by,

E[S] =
∑
w

E[sw].

The first goal when analyzing the factors is that the total number of drivers
should be close to the total number of expected drivers, since one of the main
goals for the company is to have as few unnecessary drivers as possible. The
cost is also important. The actual cost that the company should pay in salaries
to the drivers should not increase too much. The different parts of the objective
function, (2), will now be introduced. The first part of the objective function,

U1st =
∑
w,t

cwt x
w
t , (6)

corresponds to the salary that is paid out to the ordinary drivers, here cwt is the
cost for having an ordinary driver starting working at time t at weekday w and
xwt is how many ordinary drivers that is assigned to start working at time t for
weekday w.

The expected second stage cost that corresponds to the salary that is needed
to be paid for hiring extra drivers

U2nd =
∑
w,t,k

pwt,kc
w,−
t yw,−t,k , (7)

where pwt,k is the probability for scenario k at time t for weekday w, cw,−t is the
cost for having a staffing agency driver starting working at time t at weekday w
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5 RESULT AND ANALYSIS

and yw,−t,k is how many staffing agency drivers that is assigned to start working

at time t for weekday w for scenario k. These costs, U1st and U2nd, corresponds
to salaries paid out by the company. The sum of these costs,

U = U1st + U2nd,

corresponds to the total salary the company has to pay their drivers. It is this
cost that will be analyzed so that it doesn’t increase too much when changing
the values of the factors.

The rest of the objective function corresponds to punishment costs.

V 2nd =
∑
w,t,k

pwt,kc
w,+
t yw,+t,k (8)

is the second stage punishment cost for having slack drivers, where pwt,k is the

probability for scenario k at time t for weekday w, cw,+t is the punishment cost
for having slack drivers starting working at time t at weekday w and yw,+t,k is
how many slack drivers that is assigned to start working at time t for weekday
w for scenario k. The last part of the objective function,

V 1st =
∑
w,t

Cxwt (9)

is the first stage punishment cost for each hired driver, where C is the punish-
ment cost for each hired driver and xwt is the number of ordinary driver starting
their shift at time t for weekday w. The value of the objective function is

Z = U1st + U2nd + V 1st + V 2nd

⇒ Z = U + V 1st + V 2nd,

since U = U1st+U2nd. Due to simplification the costs will be given as how they
relate to the initial value of the objective function, Z0, which is the objective
value of the scheduling shown in Table 13. The initial objective value is set to
Z0 = 100.0.

The result will be presented as total routes per day, xw and total routes per
week, X;

xw =
∑
t

xwt

X =
∑
w

xw

The hypothetical will be chosen so that the orders are close to the values in
the historical data. It is not necessary to chose the values this way, since the
scenarios were made general it is possible to chose any number of orders. The
forecasts for the orders for the hypothetical week are:
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Monday – 5302
Tuesday – 4848
Wednesday – 3485
Thursday – 3788
Friday – 3939
Saturday – 909
Sunday – 1515

In the following sections the factors will be analyzed for this presented week.
They will be analyzed so that they come close to the wanted requirements.
The first requirement is that the total number of drivers should be close to
the expected number of routes, since it is wanted to not schedule unnecessary
drivers. The second requirement is that the cost for total salary should not
increase too much, since a cheap solution is wanted.

5.1 Initial state

The first part of the analysis will be to set the factors, ∆−, ∆+, C+ and C, so
that they do not affect the result. By doing this it can be observed how the
model behaves when there is no limitations. The factor are set to: ∆− = 0,
∆+ = 1, C+ = 0 and C = 0. The number of drivers scheduled for each day is
presented in Table 13.

Day Total Drivers, xw Expected routes, E[sw]
Monday 256 226
Tuesday 206 205

Wednesday 153 153
Thursday 209 174

Friday 185 176
Saturday 47 48
Sunday 78 70
Sum 1132 1051

Table 13: The scheduling given for the initial stage, where ∆− = 1, ∆+ = 0,
C+ = 0 and C = 0. The total drivers scheduled for each day is compared to
the expected number of routes for that day. The number of drivers presented is
a modification of the real values.

From Table 13 it can be seen that the model has scheduled 81 more drivers
than what is expected to be needed for this week. One of the company’s wishes
is to not have more drivers than necessary, which this model do not fulfill for the
chosen values of the factors. The factors, ∆−, ∆+, C+ and C, should meet the
company’s wish by decreasing the total number of drivers without increasing
the cost for salaries, U , too much.

5.2 Staffing agency drivers

The first factor that should be investigated is ∆−, which says how many percent
of the total drivers that is wanted to be staffing agency drivers. ∆− is found
in the constraint (3). For the following analyses the result will be analyzed for
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5.3 Slack Drivers 5 RESULT AND ANALYSIS

the total drivers and costs for the entire week. Table 14 shows the difference
in total drivers and costs when ∆−, the percentage of wanted extra drivers, is
changed. The rest of the factors are in the initial state and does not affect the
model.

∆−∆−∆− 0 0.05 0.10 0.50

X 1132 1132 1106 717
E[S] 1051 1051 1051 1051
Z 100.0 100.0 100.1 111.7
U1st 80.6 80.6 78.7 52.6
U2nd 19.4 19.4 21.3 59.1
U 100.0 100.0 100.1 111.7

Table 14: Here the changes in total drivers and relative costs for the week is
shown when the value of ∆− is changed. The total scheduled drivers are given
by X, E[S] is the expected routes for the week, Z is the objective value, U1st

is the first cost for salary paid to ordinary drivers, U2nd is the second stage
salary cost for drivers from staffing agency and U is the total salary that has
to be paid. The rest of the factors are set so that they do not affect the result;
∆+ = 1, C+ = 0 and C = 0.

The main part of interest from Table 14 is how the number of drivers, X,
changes compared to the expected number of drivers, E[S]. It is also interesting
to observe how the cost for salaries, U changes when the factor ∆− increases.

From Table 14 it can be seen that the difference between having no require-
ment of drivers from staffing agency and having a requirement of 5% gives no
impact on the result, neither total drivers, X or salary cost, U . The require-
ment of 5% is thus fulfilled for the initial optimal solution. The requirement of
10% causes a small difference in the total cost for salary, U , and total number
of drivers, X. With a requirement of 50% slack drivers the difference in total
salary, U , compared to the initial state of no requirement of slack drivers is
notable.

The rest of the factors should be analyzed for a chosen value of ∆−. From
the result in Table 14 it can be observed that the requirement of having 5% of
the drivers from staffing agencies fulfills the requirements of not increasing the
total cost for salaries, U . It does not affect the total drivers. For the rest of the
analyzes the factor for extra drivers will be ∆− = 0.05.

5.3 Slack Drivers

The next factor that will be investigated is the factor of how many expected
slack drivers that are allowed each day, ∆+. This factor is found in constraint
4. The previous section gave a value for the number of drivers from staffing
agency, ∆− = 0.05. This value will be used when analyzing ∆+. The rest of
the factors, C and C+, are set to the initial value when they do not affect the
model. The result of this is shown in Table 15.
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∆+∆+∆+ 1 0.20 0.10

X 1132 1079 812
E[S] 1051 1051 1051
Z 100.0 100.3 106.5
U1st 80.6 76.4 58.0
U2nd 19.4 23.8 48.5
U 100.0 100.3 106.5

Table 15: Here the result for the scheduling is shown when the factor for slack
drivers, ∆+ is changed. The total scheduled drivers are given by X, E[S] is the
expected routes for the week, Z is the objective value, U1st is the first cost for
salary paid to ordinary drivers, U2nd is the second stage salary cost for drivers
from staffing agency and U is the total salary that has to be paid. The rest of
the factor are set to ∆− = 0.05, C+ = 0 and C = 0.

The main part of interest from Table 15 is how the number of drivers, X,
changes compared to the expected number of drivers, E[S]. It is also interesting
to observe how the cost for salaries, U changes when the factor ∆+ increases.

From the result in Table 15 it can be observed that the value of ∆+ has some
impact on the result. With a requirement that there can be at most 20% of the
drivers that are slack drivers the difference for the total salary cost, U is 0.3
and the total number of drivers, X, is closer to the expected number of routes.
If the requirement is 10% is allowed to be slack drivers then the difference for
the total salary, U is 6.5 and the scheduled drivers, X is much lower than the
expected number of drivers.

From these observation, ∆+ = 0.2, will be used for further analysis, since
this value takes the result closer to the expected number of routes without
increasing the cost for total salary too much.

5.4 Slack Drivers – Punishment Cost

There is also a punishment cost for having slack drivers, as presented in Equation
1. The punishment cost, C+ is the next factor that should be investigated. From
previous section the value for wanted staffing agency drivers is ∆− = 0.05 and
the value for allowed slack drivers is ∆+ = 0.1. These values has been chosen
so that they do not increase the salary cost, U , too much and so that the total
number of drivers, X, is closer to the expected number of routes, see Table 14
and Table 15. The factor for punishment cost for slack drivers, C+, will be
chosen in the same manner.
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C+C+C+ 0 0.20 0.40

X 1079 1053 1015
E[S] 1051 1051 1051
Z 100.3 102.9 105.4
U1st 76.4 74.4 72.0
U2nd 23.8 25.9 28.7
V 2nd 0.0 2.5 4.6
U 100.3 100.3 100.7

Table 16: Shows how the punishment cost for slack drivers, C+ affects the result.
The total scheduled drivers are given by X, E[S] is the expected routes for the
week, Z is the objective value, U1st is the first cost for salary paid to ordinary
drivers, U2nd is the second stage salary cost for drivers from staffing agency, U
is the total salary that has to be paid and V 2nd is the second stage punishment
cost for having slack drivers. The rest of the factors are set to ∆− = 0.05,
∆+ = 0.2 and C = 0.

The main part of interest from Table 16 is how the number of drivers, X,
changes compared to the expected number of drivers, E[S]. It is also interesting
to observe how the cost for salaries, U changes when the factor C+ increases.

From Table 16 it can be observed that C+ = 0.20 is a value that brings the
scheduled total drivers, X, closer to the expected number of routes, without any
change on the total salary, U . The value of C+ = 0.40 gives a small increase
of the total salary, U , and it makes the number of total drivers lower than the
expected number of routes.

The last factor that should be analyzed is the factor that affects the pun-
ishment cost, C, where the value of C+ = 0.20 will be chosen, since it gives the
result that is closest to the wanted requirements.

5.5 Scheduled drivers – Punishment Cost

The factor C is the final factor that should be analyzed. The factor is a pun-
ishment cost for assigning a driver to a shift. For the analyzing of this factor
the rest of the factors are chosen from previous sections so that the total salary,
U , has only increased a little and so that the total drivers, X, are close to the
expected number of routes. The values of the factors are; ∆+ = 0.05, ∆− = 0.20
and C+ = 0.20. From the result for C+ = 0.20 in Table 16 it can be observed
that the total number of drivers, X = 1053, are almost equal to the expected
number of routes, E[S] = 1051, which was desired. Since the company’s wish
is to not have unnecessary drivers, the factor, C, will investigate how the cost
for salary, U , behaves and if at some time it is possible to have less drivers
scheduled.

It will first be investigated how it affects the schedule when it is a constant
that is the same for every day. Then it will be investigated how it affects the
schedule if it depends on the variance for each day.

Constant value

The factor for punishment cost, C, will first be investigated when it is constant.
The value is the same for every day. The result of the changes it does when the
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value is constant can be observed in Table 17.

CCC 0 25 50 75

X 1053 1045 1045 1015
E[S] 1051 1051 1051 1051
Z 102.9 105.1 107.4 109.6
U1st 74.4 74.0 74.0 72.0
U2nd 25.9 26.4 26.4 28.7
V 2nd 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.3
V 1st 0.0 2.2 4.5 6.5
U 100.3 100.4 100.4 100.7

Table 17: Shows how the punishment cost for each hired driver, C, affects the
result. The total scheduled drivers are given by X, E[S] is the expected routes
for the week, Z is the objective value, U1st is the first cost for salary paid to
ordinary drivers, U2nd is the second stage salary cost for drivers from staffing
agency, U is the total salary that has to be paid, V 2nd is the second stage
punishment cost for having slack drivers and V 1st is the first stage cost for each
scheduled driver.

The main part of interest from Table 17 is how the number of drivers, X,
changes compared to the expected number of drivers, E[S]. It is also interesting
to observe how the cost for salaries, U changes when the factor C increases.

From the result in Table 17 it can be seen that a value between 25 and 50
makes a small difference in the total number of drivers, X, with a small increase
in total salary, U . With a value of 75 the increase in total salary, U is still small,
but the decrease in total drivers, X is more notable.

In this part of the thesis it will be analyzed how the different factors affects
the scheduling of total drivers for each day, and not only for the entire week.
The reason for using the factor C is to see if there is some day of the week
when it is possible to have less drivers, without affecting the total salary, U .
The result of this is presented for this is shown in Table 18. The values of the
factors in Table 18 are the chosen ones from previous section; ∆+ = 0.05, ∆−

and C+ = 0.20 and the result will be presented for two values of C, C = 25 and
C = 75.
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∆−∆−∆− 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
∆+∆+∆+ 1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
C+C+C+ 0 0 0.2 0.2 0.2
CCC 0 0 0 25 75

xMon 256 244 244 244 235
E[sMon] 226 226 226 226 226
xTue 206 206 205 205 194
E[sTue] 205 205 205 205 205
xWed 153 153 139 138 138
E[sWed] 153 153 153 153 153
xThu 209 178 178 178 165
E[sThu] 174 174 174 174 174
xFri 185 185 183 177 177
E[sFri] 176 176 176 176 176
xSat 47 41 41 41 41
E[sSat] 49 49 49 49 49
xSun 78 74 65 65 65
E[sSun] 70 70 70 70 70

X 1132 1079 1053 1045 1015
E[S] 1051 1051 1051 1051 1051
Z 100.0 100.3 102.9 105.1 109.6
U1st 80.6 76.4 74.4 74.0 72.0
U2nd 19.4 23.8 25.9 26.4 28.7
V 2nd 0 0 2.5 2.5 2.3
V 1st 0 0 0 2.2 6.5
U 100 100.3 100.3 100.4 100.7

Table 18: This table shows how the chosen values of the factors from previous
sections affects the number of drivers for each day of the week. The variable
xw is the total scheduled drivers for weekday w, X is total scheduled drivers
for the week, E[S] is the expected routes for the week, E[sw] is the expected
routes for weekday w, Z is the objective value, U1st is the first cost for salary
paid to ordinary drivers, U2nd is the second stage salary cost for drivers from
staffing agency, U is the total salary that has to be paid, V 2nd is the second
stage punishment cost for having slack drivers and V 1st is the first stage cost
for each scheduled driver.

Each column in Table 18 shows the result for each chosen value of the factors.
The choices for the factors were presented in previous sections. They were
chosen so that the total number of drivers approaches, X, the expected number
of routes and so that the total salary, U , does not increase too much. Because
of this the total salary, U , in Table 18 does not increase very much.

It can be observed from Table 18 that the number of scheduled drivers is
high for Mondays, and to find the minimal objective it is more effective to have
lesser drivers on the rest of the days than to decrease the number of drivers on
Mondays. Even for a value of C = 75 the total drivers on Mondays are higher
than the expected number of routes, and for almost every other day the number
of drivers is lower than the expected number of routes. An assumption from
this is that Mondays probably have a high variance in number of routes and
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this should be investigated further.

Variance dependency

In this part the factor, C, is chosen so that it depends on the variance of each
day. The values of the rest of the factors are the values that were chosen in
order to obtain a wanted result, which is to have the total number of drivers,
X, close to the expected number of routes, E[S] and so that the total salary,
U , does not increase to much. From Table 18 it could be observed that if C is
constant then the scheduling does not affect Monday very much, but that is at
the expense of the rest of the days. The factor C should therefore be analyzed
by setting it dependent on the variance,

CV ar = CV ar[sw]. (10)

The result for this is shown in Table 19.
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∆−∆−∆− 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
∆+∆+∆+ 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
C+C+C+ 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
CCC 0 25 75 0.5V ar[sw]0.5V ar[sw]0.5V ar[sw] V ar[sw]V ar[sw]V ar[sw]

xMon 244 244 235 235 230
E[sMon] 226 226 226 226 226
xTue 205 205 194 206 194
E[sTue] 205 205 205 205 205
xWed 139 138 138 138 138
E[sWed] 153 153 153 153 153
xThu 178 178 165 176 165
E[sThu] 174 174 174 174 174
xFri 183 177 177 177 177
E[sFri] 176 176 176 176 176
xSat 41 41 41 41 41
E[sSat] 49 49 49 49 49
xSun 65 65 65 65 65
E[sSun] 70 70 70 70 70

X 1053 1045 1015 1036 1021
E[S] 1051 1051 1051 1051 1051
Z 102.9 105.1 109.6 106.1 109.1
U1st 74.4 74.0 72.0 73.4 72.5
U2nd 25.9 26.4 28.7 27.0 28.2
V 2nd 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.4 2.4
V 1st 0 2.2 6.5 3.1 6.1
U 100.3 100.4 100.7 100.5 100.7

Table 19: This table shows how the total number of drivers differ each day
of the week when setting C so that it is dependent on the variance of each
day. The variable xw is the total scheduled drivers for weekday w, X is total
scheduled drivers for the week, E[S] is the expected routes for the week, E[sw]
is the expected routes for weekday w, Z is the objective value, U1st is the first
cost for salary paid to ordinary drivers, U2nd is the second stage salary cost for
drivers from staffing agency, U is the total salary that has to be paid, V 2nd is
the second stage punishment cost for having slack drivers and V 1st is the first
stage cost for each scheduled driver.

Each column in Table 19 shows the result when C is either constant or
dependent on the variance. The result from the constant values and the values
that depend on the variance shows that by using variance dependency of C =
0.05V ar[sw], it is possible to decrease the scheduled drivers on Monday, without
decreasing the number of scheduled drivers for the rest of the days.

The result from this section indicates that the model is robust for changes
in total drivers as long as it is close to the expected number over drivers. From
the previous section it could be observed that the factors could be chosen so
that the total number of drivers moves closer to the expected number of routes,
without making any major difference in total salary. Some suggestions on values
for the factors were shown and chosen so that they fulfill the goal. By setting
the factor C dependent on the variance for each day it was shown that it is
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possible to lower the number of routes for one day without affecting the others.
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6 Conclusion

In this thesis we have presented a two-stage stochastic programming model
for scheduling drivers for a food-delivery company. Historical data has been
used and remade to general scenarios with probabilities so that any forecast
can be used. By doing this it is possible to take growth, holidays, campaigns
into consideration, without changing the scenarios. When the forecast become
known the general scenarios are remade into routes departing each hour.

These scenarios and the probabilities are the input for the two-stage stochas-
tic programming model. The model takes into account that the company wants
a certain number of drivers from staffing agency, that the number of slack drivers
should not be too high and so that there are no unnecessary scheduled drivers.

The model is then analyzed by looking at how the factors that determines
how many drivers from staffing agency that is wanted, how many slack drivers
that are allowed, punishment cost for slack drivers and punishment cost for each
hired driver. Depending on how these factors are set the number of scheduled
drivers differ. A suggestion of values of these factors are shown that brings
the total drivers closer to the expected number without increasing the total
salary. The result from changing the factors indicates that the difference in
total salary is robust if the changes in total drivers are relatively close to the
expected number of routes.

6.1 Future Extensions

In this part of the thesis some further extensions for this scheduling problem is
presented.

A first stage for improve this model for future extensions is to look at the way
of handling the data and calculate the probabilities. Here it has been assumed
that the each distribution is independent of the other distributions for a day.
This is a simplification and it should be investigated how this affects the result.

In this model it only says how many drivers that are supposed to start at a
certain time, the length of the shift is used when calculating the cost for a driver
starting at time t, and then the expected cost is used, based on historic data.
The historic data is in this case the average length of a route for that hour. To
be more exact on how long a shift should be, historic data could be saved so
that it saves the varieties in route length for each time t and the model then
gives a result to how many drivers that should start working at time t and how
many drivers that should work 6 hours, how many should work 7 hours etc.

The company has some drivers that work full-time and to keep them satisfied
they prefer to have a schedule that is almost the same for every day. So what
should be investigated is how much it would cost to have the full-time drivers
to have a recurrent schedule Monday to Friday, for example.

The company could use information from upcoming campaigns etc. in the
model. If there is a campaign for a heavy product it could be noted. Having a
heavy product that will be ordered by some costumers, will cause the number
of orders per route to decrease. This in turn will cause more routes and it is
necessary to have more drivers. The information of campaigns could then be
used in the model to find out if it is necessary to schedule extra drivers if there
is a possibility that a certain number of costumer will buy the heavy product.
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6.1 Future Extensions 6 CONCLUSION

A final suggestion for future extensions is to have a mixed scheduling and
vehicle routing program. The scheduling could be done as presented in this
thesis. The vehicle routing could be done by using the information from the
scheduling and choose a routing so that the scheduled drivers have a route that
matches the schedule they have been assigned to.
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7 Appendix

Nomenclature

Owd Number of orders per route for historic day d for weekday w, d =
1, ..., D where D is total number of historical days observed and w ∈
{Mon, Tue, ..., Sun}.

Owi Number of orders per route for scenario i for weekday w, i = 1, ..., N
where N is total scenarios.

A(Owi ) Number of times Oi has occurred in D.

P (Owi ) Probability of Owi .

Dw Total days observed for weekday w.

δwt,d General distribution for weekday w, time t and historic day d.

hwt steplength for time period t for weekday w.

δwt,j The general distribution for time period t, scenario j and weekday w.

B(δwt,j Number of occurrences of δwt,j in D

P (δwt,j) Probability of Owt,j .

Fw Forecast for weekday w.

Rwi Number of routes for scenario i for weekday w.

Swi,j,t Number of routes departing at time t for scenario i of orders per route
and scenario j for distribution for weekday w.

P (Swi,j,t) Probability for scenario Swi,j,t

swt,kt final scenarios, number of routes for time t and scenario k, k = 1, ...,Kw
t .

Kw
t number of scenarios for time period t and weekday w.

pwt,k Probability of scenario k for time period t for weekday w

cwt cost for ordinary driver starting working time t on weekday w.

Lwt Average route length for route starting time t on weekday w.

κwt Cost for ordinary driver to work hour t for weekday w.

c+,wt cost for staffing agency driver starting working time t on weekday w

c−,wt Torques in the direction of the corresponding body frames [Nm]

κ+,wt Cost for staffing agency driver to work hour t for weekday w.

C+ Punishment cost for having slack drivers.

xwt First stage decision variable.
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7 APPENDIX

yw,+t,k Second stage decision variable,

yw,−t,k Second stage decision variable,

C Punishment factor for each hired driver.

∆− Percentage of total drivers that need to be from staffing agency.

∆+ Percentage of total drivers that is allowed to be slack drivers.

α Number of sick drivers.

E[sw] Expected number of routes for weekday w.

E[S] Expected number of routes for the entire week.

Z Objective value.

U1st First stage cost, salary for ordninary drivers.

U2nd Secodn stage cost, salary for staffing agency drivers.

U Total salary.

V 1st First stage punishemnt cost for each hired driver.

V 2nd Second stage punishment cost for having slack drivers.

X Number of scheduled drivers for the entire week.

Xw Number of scheduled drivers for weekday w.
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